The Fuller Project is a global nonprofit newsroom dedicated to groundbreaking reporting on women to raise awareness, expose injustice and spur accountability.

Through investigative and enterprise reporting about women, and by fostering a committed community of editors, we disrupt bias and redefine traditional news.

The Fuller Project brings journalism about women to millions of readers in the US. and around the world through legacy and local media partnerships. With deeply sourced newsgathering and vivid storytelling, The Fuller Project works to provide a more nuanced understanding of global, US and local news by incorporating diverse perspectives. We center our investigative and enterprise journalism on women’s lived experiences, especially those whose stories are most often unheard in mainstream news, to reveal patterns of discrimination and illuminate solutions.

We foster a community of editors and reporters dedicated to inclusive coverage, drawing on expertise about the interconnected issues that affect women and whole societies. Our audience tells us that our reporting gives them a new understanding, and better equips them to challenge harmful conventions that have historically limited rights. Since 2015, our reporting has helped end life-threatening practices, led to large scale releases of public data, and influenced the introduction of new legislation. Our rigorous journalism connects the stories of women everywhere, fostering shared urgency, agency, and action.